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So many people are leaving the horrible and
corrupt Bay Area that U-Haul is jacking up
prices
By Michelle Robertson, SFGATE     

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rent a moving truck from Las Vegas to San Jose and you'll pay about $100.

In the opposite direction, the same truck will cost you 16 times that, or

nearly $2,000.

What accounts for the difference? The simple laws of supply and demand,

says economist Mark J. Perry. With so many people leaving the Bay Area,

there are not enough rental trucks to go around. Perry, a University of

Michigan professor, published his findings in a new study with public

policy think tank American Enterprise Institute (AEI).

A row of U-Haul trucks and trailers
are parked in a storage lot. Photo:
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A row of U-Haul trucks and trailers are parked in a storage lot.
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RELATED STORIES

CBS News reported recently that operators of a San Jose U-Haul business

have trouble getting their rental vans back "because so many are on a one-

way ticket out of town." The revelation inspired Perry to compare the costs of

U-Haul rentals for trucks leaving San Jose versus those heading into the city.

Story continues below. 

 
Silicon Valley has arguably one of the

highest costs of living in the nation. The

cost of leaving isn't cheap, either. Perry

tracked the costs of renting a 26-foot U-

Haul truck to San Jose from six cities

deemed destinations for those moving out

of the Bay Area — Las Vegas, Phoenix,

Portland, Ore., Nashville and Atlanta.

In every model, the price of renting a

truck outbound from San Jose was at least

double the amount of renting the same

vehicle in the opposite direction. See the

prices in the above gallery. 

"To help balance truck inventories and

take advantage of higher demand in some

rental markets than others, it's natural

that U-Haul would implement demand-

based, dynamic pricing," Perry writes.

A study published by Redfin found

the Bay Area continues to lead the

country in outward migration. The top

destination for Bay Area residents looking

to leave is Sacramento, followed by Los

Angeles, Seattle, Portland and San Diego.
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23 things that suck about living in San Francisco (and 5…
23 things that suck about living in San ... You took a stab at a satirical blasting
of San Franciscoand fell ... but it sucks that you get slapped with a label ...

Sehttps://matadornetwork.com/life/23-things-that-suck-about-living-in-...
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Reasons Why San Francisco Is the Worst Place Ever - …
It's packed, and transit sucks, but you accept it. Maybe it's apathy or maybe not, ...
"Reasons WhySan Francisco Is The Best Place Ever" permalink; embed; save;

Sehttps://www.reddit.com/r/sanfrancisco/comments/22g4nd/reasons_wh...
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VICE Chimes In On The Many Ways San Francisco Su…
VICE Chimes In On The Many Ways San Francisco Sucks. by Jay Barmann in
Arts & Entertainment on Apr 8, 2014 10:45 am. Photo: ... In San Francisco, ...

Sesfist.com/2014/04/08/vice_chimes_in_on_the_many_way...
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San Francisco Sucks | Twilight of the Idols
San Francisco is the most absurdly overrated and crappy city in the United States
bar none. From prohibitive cost of living to, pretentious closed-minde...
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10 reasons why San Francisco sucks - Roosh V Forum
No, not the football team, they're great. I'm referring to all the girls who are
obviously 4's and behave like they are 9's. Just because San Francisco has the
worst Female to Male ratio in the known universe doesn't give you the right to be a
bitch all the time. No, not the football team ...

Sehttps://www.rooshvforum.com/thread-27180.html
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Why San Francisco sucks ?!!!!!!!! - YouTube
San Francisco is a sh*thole. Want music and videos with zero ads? Get YouTube
Red.

Sehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwa3efQcqaE
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10 reasons why San Francisco sucks - rooshvforum.com
If you've got basic fundamentals down then you're going to better off than most
guys in the city. If you can't go talk to a chick in the club you're not going to do well
in the Bay or anywhere else for that matter.
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Why San Francisco Really Is That Bad | A Manifesto in …
Why San Francisco Really Is That Bad. ... Talking about how
much San Francisco sucks, yet not ... the reason why I think San Francisco is
that bad is something ...

Sehttps://whysfreallyisthatbad.com
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Why Dating in San Francisco is The Worst - Eventbrite
Dating in San Francisco sucks. There. I said it. Again. 'Cause yeah, I know: I'm
not saying anything new. But, that's not going to keep me from saying it.

Sehttps://www.eventbrite.com/rally/san-francisco/san-francisco-dating-...
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Reasons Why San Francisco Is the Worst Place Ever - …
San Francisco is now the home of the most aggressively irritating douchebags in
America. ... Reasons Why San Francisco Is the Worst Place Ever.

Sehttps://www.vice.com/en_us/article/vdp7md/reasons-why-san-fran...
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The San Francisco Bay Area Sucks | Twilight of the Idols
The San Francisco Bay Area is kinda like a pricey retirement home for boring
people. It's really a soulless place with overpriced mediocre food, te...
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Why people hate San Francisco | Baghdad By The Bay
Why people hate San Francisco. Posted by: Eric Kauschen on: January 23 2011 •
Categorized in: ... Honestly, if y'all think San Francisco sucks so much, ...
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7 Reasons I Hate San Francisco - Leave Your Daily Hell
Here are 7 reasons I hate San Francisco. Destinations; ... Part of why I
loved San Francisco so much the first ... Sure the weather sucks and they don't
have ...

Sehttps://leaveyourdailyhell.com/2013/05/24/why-i-hate-san-francisco/
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Why do some people hate San Francisco? - Quora
Why do some people hate San Francisco? Update Cancel. ... Why do people live
in SanFrancisco? Why do they want to live ... Public
transportation sucks in San Francisco.

Sehttps://www.quora.com/Why-do-some-people-hate-San-Francisco
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Why San Francisco's dating scene totally sucks - Happ…
Happier Abroad Forum Community. ... made a small ruckus by scientifically proving
that the SanFrancisco Bay ... Why San Francisco's dating scene totally sucks.

Sehappierabroad.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=6465
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Why San Francisco sucks - Gawker
We haven't done our official "Why San Francisco Sucks" issue yet (we're trying to
cull the mountains of material), but the New Yorker's Calvin Trillin provides one
more reason: no delivery.

Segawker.com/010785/why-san-francisco-sucks
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This Is Why People Hate San Francisco: Volume 11: S…
This Is Why People Hate San Francisco: Volume 10. Contact the author of this
article or email tips@sfist.com with further questions, comments or tips. twitter;
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Why San Francisco Sucks and Why Density Alone ... - …
The problem, as always, begins and ends with the rich. And what do the rich want
more than anything else? For things to stay as is. They want today to look exactly
like yesterday, and tomorrow to look exactly like today.

Sehttps://www.thestranger.com/slog/archives/2014/06/30/why-san-franci…
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Why youtube sucks | San Francisco - Yelp
Lets say you're living in the year 1977 and you have a time machine and set it for
the year 2007.You walk into by a Starbucks (wondering why there is one on every
other corner) and see a guy watching a youtube video on his laptop.
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Summer in San Francisco sucks - here's why you shou…
We've all seen those tourists in San Francisco who think summer is the best time
to visit, then spend their precious vacation days shivering in shorts and t-shirts.
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Adventures in Capitalism: Why I Hate San Francisco
My friend and San Francisco resident Ben Casnocha has challenged me to
explain why I hate SanFrancisco, ... San Francisco Super Sucks ...
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Postlude | Why San Francisco Really Is That Bad
And he gave me thirty-odd reasons why San Francisco sucks for men, too. ... So I
skipped to the postlude which was actually well written and thought provoking.
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Ask Barf: Why Does San Francisco Suck? - Street Car…
I was just in San Francisco and all they talked about was how New York isn ... here
is why SF sucks. ... Street Carnage Ask Barf: Why Does San Francisco Suck ...

Sestreetcarnage.com/blog/ask-barf/
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Killian McRae » California Screaming: Why I hate living i…
California Screaming: Why I hate living in the Bay ... I love all the quirky parts
of San Francisco. ... the job market sucks sewer water and rental prices are ...

Sekillianmcrae.com/california-screaming-why-i-… More results
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Bay Area residents are leaving for these US cities.
Media: Ted Andersen, SFGATE, Getty
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